
Room Capacity Issues 

8/28/08 Summary Meeting Notes 

Those in attendance: Becky Broghammer, Nolan Oltjenbruns, Roxie Wilson, Ronna Sanchez, 

Judy Layton, Sue Kent, Kirk Leichliter, Randy Haack (able to attend last part of the meeting) 

Provost Harraf scheduled the meeting to discuss several broad space utilization issues based on 

various efficiency concerns and maximization of our classrooms. 

 Classroom Shortage. Continued shortage of course room space, especially with Spring 

2009 (28 classes not placed; 22 of the 28 classes have a student capacity of 50-100). 

 Course Caps. Questions about who determines the course caps and is there any follow-up 

to compare actual enrollment? Course caps need to be matched with actual enrollments. 

 Prime Time. Analysis of prime time usage university-wide is needed to determine if there 

are certain areas out of compliance.  

 Pre- assigned Rooms. Currently 85% of classes are pre-assigned and Schedule 25 is not 

being used to its full capacity.  

 Specialized Classrooms. There is no current policy/procedure that incorporates a 

University-wide review prior to a classroom being taken off-line.  

 Space Utilization Reports. Although several attendees remember space utilization reports 

prior to the Banner system, no one was sure if those reports were still being generated. 

The Provost requested the following information be collected and then bring the working group 

(including at least one academic scheduler and Faculty Senate representation) back together to 

begin an initial analysis. The analysis should help with recommendations for University-wide 

policies and procedures for room utilization to ensure maximum effectiveness and efficiency. 

 Pre-assigned/Specialized Rooms. Sue will ask academic schedulers to send a list of pre-

assigned/specialized rooms from each college. 

 Utilization Reports. Roxie will get information regarding X25 and the reporting 

capabilities.  

 Specialized Room Process. Kirk will get information (e.g., from other institutions) on the 

process for taking a classroom off-line. 

 Prime Time/Scheduling Process. Judy will collect documentation regarding scheduling 

guidelines (e.g., prime time, etc.) 

 

 

  

 


